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Анотація. У статті досліджуються різноманітні способи застосування розробленої моделі про-

сторового захоплення, технології аналізу великих розподілених систем і середовищ, а також ряд 

прикладів вирішення типових пов’язаних із ними задач за допомогою Мови просторового захоплен-

ня (МПЗ). Парадигма просторового захоплення (ПЗ) дозволяє вирішувати складні проблеми 

цілісним і повністю розподіленим способом. Дана парадигма розвивається у розподілених середо-

вищах як активні нескінченні хвилі або навіть віруси і охоплює рішення просторових проблем у 

режимі паралельного узгодження патернів, принципово відрізняючись від традиційних уявлень про 

системи та їх рішень як частин, що обмінюються повідомленнями. У роботі наводяться резуль-

туючі дані про Технологію просторового захоплення, де її інтерпретатори МПЗ можуть 

об’єднуватися в мережу як потужні просторові комп’ютери, що охоплюють будь-які наземні і 

небесні середовища, а також вирішувати проблеми без будь-яких централізованих ресурсів. До 

нових сфер більш широкого застосування ПЗ належать основні проблеми навколишнього середо-

вища, глобальні системи, відкриття нових світів, наука про Землю і діяльність NASA, спрямована 

на дослідження планет. Стаття містить описи рішень практичних проблем за допомогою МПЗ, 

пов'язаних із різними світами, включаючи групову поведінку морських тварин, особливості геогра-

фічних рельєфів, управління транспортними мережами і дослідження інформаційних мереж. Роз-

роблена парадигма дає можливість безпосереднього вираження вищої семантики та цілісних ме-

тодів вирішення складних проблем. Вона динамічно створює необхідні середовища для її реалізації, 

забезпечуючи таким чином чіткий шлях від визначення проблеми до її практичного вирішення. Фо-

рмульні високорівневі рішення у МПЗ є надзвичайно компактними, адже досить часто вони є в 

сто разів коротшими, ніж в інших мовах, а їх реалізацію можна здійснювати на будь-яких існую-

чих платформах, як і для попередніх версій мови у різних країнах. 

Ключові слова: глобальні системи, відкриття нового світу, НАСА ЛРД, Технологія просторового 

захоплення, Мова просторового захоплення, розподілена інтерпретація, розподілена мережа, узго-

дження просторового патерну. 

 

Abstract. The paper investigates extended applications of the developed spatial grasp model and technol-

ogy for analyzing large distributed systems and environments, as well as some examples of solving typical 

problems in them in the Spatial Grasp Language (SGL). The Spatial Grasp (SG) paradigm allows solving 

complex problems in a holistic and fully distributed way. It develops in distributed spaces as active ubiq-

uitous waves or even viruses and grasps solutions to spatial problems in parallel pattern-matching mode, 

fundamentally differing from traditional representations of systems and their solutions as parts that ex-

change messages. The resultant Spatial Grasp Technology details are briefed where its SGL interpreters 

can be networked as powerful spatial computers covering any terrestrial and celestial environments and 

solving problems without any centralized resources. The extended areas for new SG applications include 

basic environmental issues, global systems, discovering new worlds, Earth science, and planetary explo-

ration activities at NASA. The paper contains descriptions of solutions in SGL to practical problems relat-

ed to different worlds, including group behavior of marine animals, details of geographical terrain, man-

agement of transport networks, and investigation of information networks. The developed paradigm al-

lows direct expression of top semantics and holistic methods for solving complex problems and dynami-

cally composes the needed implementation environments, thus providing the strictest way from problem 
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definition to a practical solution. The formula-like high-level solutions in SGL are extremely compact, 

often a hundred times shorter than in other languages, and its implementation can be accomplished on 

any existing platforms, as for the previous language versions in different countries. 

Keywords: global systems, new world discovery, NASA JPL, Spatial Grasp Technology, Spatial Grasp 

Language, distributed interpretation, distributed networking, spatial pattern matching. 
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1. Introduction 

Having been ideologically born more than half a century ago and called WAVE in its childhood, 

it represents a fundamentally different approach to solving problems in large distributed systems 

and networks, where instead of placement of communicating activities inside them ahead of prob-

lem-solving it processes and controls them by dynamically covering and matching their physical 

or virtual bodies with active recursive holistic code which spreads like waves and viruses. SG can 

also explicitly implement, simulate or mimic any other existing models and approaches, including 

the creation of distributed systems with any structures and topologies which appear just automati-

cally on SG implementation levels. SG matured over decades on numerous applications including 

graph and network theory, computer networking, collective robotics, simulation of battlefields, 

psychology, sociology, security, disaster management, and the latest as orbital systems. The re-

sults and experience obtained, with numerous international publications, seven books included, 

encouraged the author to deepen and extend the approach for solving much wider classes of prob-

lems. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 names extended research areas for 

the developed technology applications, including understanding the world around us, main envi-

ronmental problems, global systems, discovering new worlds, and NASA JPL strategic technolo-

gies focused on distributed systems, communication, navigation, and robotics. Section 3 de-

scribes the basics of the Spatial Grasp Model and Technology including the types of worlds it op-

erates with, Spatial Grasp Language (SGL) with its universal constructs called rules, different 

types of variables, elementary programming examples, and the language spatial interpretation 

issues. Section 4 gives examples of how to address the worlds explored in physical and virtual 

spaces. Section 5 provides examples in SGL of investigation of group behavior of marine animals 

like finding minimal and maximal distances between sharks, continuous observation of their 

swarms, distances of movements and extension of the occupied territory, and also speeds of indi-

vidual sharks. Section 6 gives examples in SGL investigating unknown terrain features like find-

ing heights and coordinates of its hill/mountain summits. Section 7 shows how to solve problems 

in SGL in large transport networks like finding the quickest way from Start to End points, taking 

into account road congestions and planned vehicle speed, with subsequent physical movement 

using the way found. Section 8 investigates large information networks in SGL finding different 

paths in them, discovering the weakest network components like articulation points, and strongest 

parts like cliques. Section 9 concludes the paper, and the subsequent References section provides 

detailed references for all discussed and investigated topics. 

The aim of this paper is to investigate extended, up to global, areas for potential applica-

tion of the developed Spatial Grasp (SG) paradigm and based on it Spatial Grasp Technology 

(SGT). 

 

2. Research areas of distributed worlds and systems 

The following extended areas of advanced distributed technology applications are covered in the 

research: 
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The world around us 

When we consider the answers to such questions as: What helps us know the world around us? 

Why studying the world around us is so important? How do we understand the world around us? 

These and many other questions are addressed in [1]. 

Major environmental problems 

These include pollution, soil degradation, global warming, overpopulation, depletion of natural 

resources, generating unsustainable waste, waste disposal, deforestation, polar ice caps, loss of 

biodiversity, climate change, ocean acidification, the nitrogen cycle, ozone layer depletion, acid 

rain, water pollution, overfishing, urban sprawl, public health issues, genetic engineering, etc. [2]. 

Global systems 

Global system is an economic and political construct in which capital, management, employment, 

knowledge, natural resources and organizations are fully internationalized. The main determi-

nants of the global system are nation states, multinational corporations, international institutions, 

and non-governmental organizations. The science of epidemics is one of the successes of Global 

Systems Science (GSS) – an interdisciplinary approach to modeling the complex, multi-faceted 

and intertwined problems of the modern world. Another example is the use of network science in 

financial regulation dealing with many interconnected financial factors. As its name suggests, 

most of those problems have a global context, but GSS addresses policy issues at all levels – from 

the individual to local communities to nations to regions. Understanding the main elements of 

Global Systems Science is one of the goals of the planned research. The details and more data 

about global systems can be found in [3]. 

Discovering new worlds 

We want to find new planets around other stars which are commonly referred to as exoplanets. 

When you have a large number of planets, you can start looking for patterns, trends, and hints 

about the planet-formation process. The primary goal of the search for planets is to understand 

planet formation and therefore to understand the origins of the solar system. We're trying to learn 

about their physical characteristics, such as their radii, masses, average densities, and atmospheric 

properties. For systems of planets, we're interested in how planets interact gravitationally with 

one another. The exact nature of those gravitational interactions gives us hints about how plane-

tary orbits evolve after they form. And that probably has a lot to do with how architectures of 

planetary systems eventually come to be. The mentioned above and more in this area can be 

found in [4, 5]. 

Strategic technologies of NASA JPL 

JPL is a world leader in planetary exploration, Earth science, and space-based astronomy lever-

ages investments in innovative technology development that support the next generation of 

NASA missions, solving technical and scientific problems of national and international signifi-

cance [6]. Strategic JPL technologies will let: 

– understand how Earth works as a system and how it is changing;  

– help pave the way for human exploration of space; 

– understand how our Solar System formed and how it is evolving;  

– understand how life emerged on Earth and possibly elsewhere in our Solar System; 

– understand the diversity of planetary systems in our galaxy; 

– understand how the Universe began and how it is evolving;  

– use our unique expertise to benefit the nation and planet Earth. 
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Figure 1 – The main idea of Spatial Grasp 

Model 

Of particular interest to our investigation are the following areas of JPL activity: distribut-

ed systems; communication and navigation; robotics and mobility systems. More on NASA JPL 

activities can be found in [6]. 

 

3. Holistic Spatial Grasp Model and Technology  

The main ideas of the patented and extensively published distributed control technology are 

briefed here, with many other details which can be easily found in [7–15]. 

 

3.1. Spatial Grasp Technology basics 

Within Spatial Grasp Technology (SGT), a high-level scenario for any task to be performed in a 

distributed world is represented as an active self-

evolving pattern rather than a traditional pro-

gram, sequential or parallel one. This pattern, 

written in a high-level Spatial Grasp Language 

(SGL) and expressing top semantics of the prob-

lem to be solved, can start from any point of the 

world. Then it spatially propagates, replicates, 

modifies, covers and matches the distributed 

world in a parallel wave-like mode, while echo-

ing the reached control states and data found or 

obtained for making decisions at higher levels and further space navigation, as symbolically 

shown in Fig. 1, see also [7–15]. 

 

3.2. The worlds SGT operates with 

SGT allows direct operation with different world representations: Physical World (PW), 

considered as continuous and infinite where each point can be identified and accessed by physical 

coordinates; Virtual World (VW) which is discrete and consists of nodes and semantic links 

between them; and Executive world (EW) consisting of active “doers” with communication 

possibilities between them. Different kinds of combinations of these worlds can also be possible 

within the same formalism, like Virtual-Physical World (VPW), Virtual-Execution World 

(VEW), Execution-Physical World (EPW), and Virtual-Execution-Physical World (VEPW) 

combining all features of the previous cases. More details on the worlds SGT operates with can 

be found in [10–15]. 

 

3.3. Spatial Grasp Language syntax 

The SGL top-level syntax is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 – Basic recursive structure of Spatial Grasp Language  

 

An SGL scenario, called grasp, applied in some point of the distributed space, can just be 

a constant directly providing the result to be associated with this point. It can be a variable whose 
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content, assigned to it previously when staying in this or (remotely) in another space point (as 

variables may have non-local meaning and coverage), provides the result in the application point 

as well. It can also be a rule (expressing certain action, control, description, or context) optionally 

accompanied with operands separated by comma (if multiple) and embraced in parentheses. 

These operands can be of any nature and complexity (including arbitrary scenarios themselves) 

and defined recursively as grasp, i.e. can be constants, variables, or any rules with operands (i.e., 

as grasps again), and so on, with more details in [14–15]. The full description of the latest SGL 

versions can be found in [11–15]. 

 

3.4. SGL rules 

Rules, starting in some world points, can organize navigation of the world sequentially, in 

parallel, or any combinations thereof. They can result in staying in the same application point or 

can cause movement to other world points with the obtained results to be left there, as in the final 

points of the rule. Such results can also be collected, processed, and returned to the starting point 

of the rule, the latter serving as the final one on this rule. The final world points reached after the 

rule invocation can themselves become starting ones for other rules. The rules, due to recursive 

language organization, can form arbitrary operational and control infrastructures expressing any 

sequential, parallel, hierarchical, centralized, localized, mixed and up to fully decentralized and 

distributed algorithms. More on the nature and the application of SGL rules can be found in    

[10–15]. 

 

3.5. SGL variables  

SGL Variables include Global variables (the most expensive and rarely used ones) which can 

serve any SGL scenarios and be shared by them, also by their different branches; Heritable 

variables appearing within a scenario step and serving all subsequent, descendent steps; Frontal 

variables serving and accompanying the scenario evolution, being transferred between subsequent 

steps; Environmental variables allowing us to access, analyze, and possibly change different 

features of physical, virtual and executive worlds during their navigation; and finally, Nodal 

variables as a property of the world positions reached by scenarios and shared with other scenarios 

in the same positions. More on SGL variables and examples of their usage are in [10–15]. 

 

3.6. Elementary SGL programming examples 

• add(15,7) 

Finds the sum of two values when staying in some world point and leaves the result there. 

Traditional style can be used as well: 15+7.  
• assign(Result, add(15,7)) 

The found sum of two values is assigned to a variable Result which will be staying in 

the same world point.  Using traditional style is allowed as well: Result = 15+7. 
• move(x_y)   

From the current world point there is made a physical move to another physical point with 

the given coordinates. 

• advance(move(x1_y1),  move(x2_y2))  

From the current world point there is made a physical move by the coordinates x1_y1, 

and then from the reached destination – another move by the coordinates x2_y2. Using a 

traditional semicolon as a separator of the operations following one another instead of the rule 

advance can be allowed as well, like: move(x1_y1);  move(x2_y2). The resultant control 

will be associated with the node reached by the second move. 
• create(John) 
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Figure 3 – Parallel evolution of spatial grasp scenarios 

There is created an isolated virtual node John. 
• hop(John); create(link(+father), node(Peter)) 

After hopping into the virtual node John, and if it exists, the network is extended with 

information that John is the father of Peter, by adding this link-node pair to the network. 

After completion of this two-step scenario, its resultant control will be associated with node 

Peter. The second operation can be written shorter if positions of its operands clearly identify 

their meanings: create(+father, Peter). 
• move(x_y); repeat(shift(dx_dy); TEMPERATURE > 0) 

Starting from the world point with proper coordinates x_y, it organizes a repetitive 

movement in physical space by the same coordinate shifts dx_dy until the TEMPERATURE in 

the reached locations remains above zero. The resultant control will be associated with the latest 

world point reached which satisfied the temperature condition.  
• output(move(x_y); repeat(shift(dx_dy); TEMPERATURE > 0); WHERE) 

Extends the previous example with printing the coordinates (using environmental variable 

WHERE for lifting them) of the latest positively reached node is physical space, whatever remote 

it might be, by issuing this result in the position from which this scenario was launched, with 

final control remaining in it too. 

 

3.7. SGL spatial interpretation 

Communicating Interpreters of SGL can be in an arbitrary number of copies, up to millions and 

billions, which can be effectively integrated with any existing systems and communications, and 

their dynamic networks can represent pow-

erful spatial engines capable of solving any 

problems in terrestrial and celestial envi-

ronments. Such collective engines can sim-

ultaneously execute many cooperative or 

competitive tasks-scenarios without any 

central resources or control, as symbolical-

ly depicted in Fig. 3. SGL interpreters are 

named U as universal computational and 

management nodes which may be station-

ary or requested and runtime located in 

proper space points on the demand of SGL 

scenarios. Details of SGL networked interpretation can be found in [10–15]. 

 

4. Addressing spatial areas of investigation 

Addressing areas of interest may be in physical and virtual spaces, as well as in their combina-

tions. In physical spaces, addressing and movement may be organized in different dimensions 

[16–18]. Only a few examples are shown below. 

Expressing locations in two-dimensional worlds 

There can be the following variants: just a single point with X_Y coordinates as in Fig. 4 a; all 

points are distanced on value R from an X_Y point as in Fig. 4 b; all points which may be located 

in the continuous space starting from X_Y coordinate and limited by dX and dY deviations from 

as in Fig. 4 c; all locations of the region started in X_Y point and restricted by distance R from it 

as in Fig. 4 d. 
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                     a                         b                                     c                                   d 
Figure 4 – Examples of addressing locations in two-dimensional worlds 

Addressing positions in three-dimensional spaces 

There can be the following variants: just a single point with X_Y_Z coordinates as in Fig. 5 a; all 

points on the sphere distanced on value R from an X_Y_Z point as in Fig. 5 b; all points inside 

the sphere of radius R with the centre in X_Y_Z point as in Fig. 5 c. 

 

 
                                  a                                  b                                        c 

Figure 5 – Examples of addressing positions in three-dimensional worlds 

 

Addressing in virtual spaces  

Different addressing methods can be used as well, including their rich repertoire available on the 

Internet. Here are some examples:  

https://www.google.com/; 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/live:bbc_world_service; 

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=sapaty+peter&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&ref=nb_sb_noss. 

 

5. Investigation of group behavior of marine animals 

This section relates to the investigation of collective behavior and swarming of marine animals 

[19–25], with some known facts as follows. Basking sharks sometimes congregate in groups of 

up to 1,400, and swarms of up to over a thousand basking sharks have been spotted along the 

north east US. Aerial surveys on endangered North Atlantic whales have revealed massive 

groups of the world's second-largest fish. As big as basking sharks are 32 feet long and can be 

outsized only by the whale shark. Experts have several theories about why basking sharks con-

gregate. Other shark species are known to gather for feeding, mating, and protection from preda-

tors. A record-breaking sighting of about 1,400 sharks in November 2013 included several 

young sharks, which indicates that the group was likely feeding on zooplankton instead of mat-

ing. The study also suggests that the sharks could be gathering to reduce the drag caused by their 

open mouths during feeding, allowing them to draft off each other to conserve energy. 

In the paper, there is being investigated the potential use of SGT for features which in-

clude the number of sharks in a swarm, average distance between sharks, maximal territory occu-

pied by the swarm, voice communications frequency, average depth, maximal depth, average 

speed of the movement, and others. Fig. 6 demonstrates how SGL interpreter modules can be as-

sociated with the body of sharks. 

The following examples in SGL can provide different research results. 

https://www.google.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/live:bbc_world_service
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=sapaty+peter&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2016/06/shark-species-family-tree-ocean-ecosystem-predator/?beta=true
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/group/right-whales/?beta=true
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/fish/w/whale-shark/?beta=true
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Finding minimal and maximal distance from any shark unit to all other units 

nodal(Area = ..., Coordinates, Dmin, Dmax); 

Coordinates = search(Area); 

move_associate(Coordinates); frontal(W) = WHERE;  

Dmin = min(hop(all_others); distance(WHERE, W)); 

Dmax = max(hop(all_others); distance(WHERE, W)) 

 

 
 

The search of the area (addressed in Section 4) by advanced sensors provides a set of Co-

ordinates of the objects of interest. By these coordinates, exploratory units (U) with SGL in-

terpreters are delivered and associated with the objects. The association may be by physical at-

tachment to the objects or just staying close to them and following their movement. Each U tries 

to contact all other units by sending its coordinates (picked by the environmental variable WHERE 

and delivered in the frontal variable W) and finding distances to them (the latter having coordi-

nates in its own WHERE). The obtained distances are returned to the starting unit with their mini-

mum assigned to the nodal variable Dmin. A similar operation provides maximum distance to 

other units in Dmax. 

Continuous finding of the minimal and maximal distances between all shark units 

nodal(Area = ..., Coordinates, Dmin, Dmax,  

      DMIN = infinite; DMAX = 0); 

Coordinates = search(Area); 

move_associate(Coordinates);  

frontal(W = WHERE, DN, DX);  

repeat( 

  Dmin = min(hop(others); distance(WHERE, W)); 

  Dmax = max(hop(others); distance(WHERE, W)); 

  if(Dmin < DMIN, DMIN = Dmin);  

  if(Dmax > DMAX, DMAX = Dmax); 

  stay(DN = DMIN; DX = DMAX; hop(others); 

       if(DN < DMIN, DMIN = DN);  

 
Figure 6 – Investigation of populations in the sea environments 
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       if(DX > DMAX, DMAX = DX)); 

  sleep(delay)) 

 

This extends the previous scenario to operate in cycling with certain delays between repe-

titions where each time the obtained Dmin and Dmax values in units are compared with DMIN 

and DMAX accumulating absolute minimal and maximal distance values whenever obtained in 

these nodes, updating them correspondingly. This means that with time, DMIN can only diminish 

and DMAX only increase. But this goes even further where for each contact of other nodes these 

DMIN and DMAX values are compared with similar ones at the destinations (using frontal varia-

bles DN and DM for transferring their values), and updating them accordingly. This means that in 

time, each unit will have the same minimal and maximal values in DMIN and DMAX in all com-

munications between units, thus providing the global values on the whole swarm. 

External request 

hop(any); output(DMIN, DMAX) 

By making an external request to any unit of the group after a certain time, we will be 

able to get these updated globalized DMIN and DMAX values on the whole group. The external 

request can also be made cyclic by contacting the same or different units and getting the global-

ized results gradually improving with each repetition and time.  

 
repeat( 

  hop(any); output(DMIN, DMAX); 

  sleep(delay)) 

 

The global DMAX distance can also be used as an approximate indicator of how large terri-

tory was occupied by the whole swarm. 

Finding distance covered by a shark unit over time given 

hop(any);  

nodal(W) = WHERE; sleep(time); 

output(distance(W, WHERE)) 

 

This is done by using the coordinates of previous and new locations and calculating the 

distance between them. 

Determining an average speed of a unit over time 

hop(any);  

nodal(W) = WHERE; sleep(time); 

output(distance(W, WHERE)/time) 

 

This is done by using the coordinates of previous and new locations and the time between 

the two measurements. 

 

6. Investigation of an unknown terrain 

Investigation of qualities of different terrain may include the following methods and operations 

(with many others found in [26–32]): classifying terrain types, finding the highest points like 

mountains and hills, tracing valleys and canyons, outlining plain regions and dunes, tracing rivers 

and their branches, and use of mountain resources. Some related operations are depicted in SGL 

below, as well as its communicating interpreters navigating the distributed terrain in parallel as in 

Fig. 7. 
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Finding heights and coordinates of all found hill/mountain summits  

nodal(Start_coord) = ...;  

frontal(Max_dist = ..., Max_numb = ...); 

output( 

 move_all(Start_coord);  

 repeat( 

   Next_coord = find_all(Max_dist, Max_numb, height > WHERE[Z]); 

   nonempty(Next_coord); 

   move_all(Next_coord); if(occupied, quit));  

 append(WHERE[Z], WHERE)) 

 

 

Figure 7 – Investigation of a mountainous terrain 

 

The terrain investigation may be complicated by restricted visibility like in bad weather or 

on other planets with unknown conditions. The scenario for the chosen set of starting coordinates 

Start_coord launches into all of them exploratory units U which repeatedly try to move to 

new higher points by finding proper next step locations with the distance limited by the capability 

of their sensors (using the max-distance threshold Max_dist). If there are discovered more than 

one of such new points, the units can be replicated (if it is technically achievable with a threshold 

number given) with quitting of activity if the new locations are already occupied by other 

units. This repetitive parallel ascending process terminates if no higher locations are found by 

different branches, replying to the external system that launched this scenario of heights 

WHERE[Z]and coordinates WHERE of all summits found while publishing the results obtained by 

the rule output. 

Finding the height and coordinates of the highest hill/mountain 

Start_coord = ...;  

frontal(Max_dist = ..., Max_numb = ...); 

output( 

 max( 

  move_all(Start_coord);  

  repeat( 

    Next_coord = find_all(Max_dist, Max_numb, hight > WHERE[Z]); 

    nonempty(Next_coord); 
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    move_all(Next_coord); if(occupied, quit)); 

  append(WHERE[Z], WHERE)))) 

 

With slight changes, finding height and coordinates only of the highest hill/mountain can 

be done by the additional embracing of the whole scenario before the publication of its results 

with the feedback-based rule max. 

 

7. Investigation of large transport networks 

We are also investigating the organization of large transport networks [33–37] and the possibility 

of solving different problems in them under SGT. These may include traffic congestion and park-

ing difficulties, longer commuting, accidents and safety, fuel efficiency, pollution and noise, and 

safety. A related example in SGL may be as follows, with communicating SGL interpreters pre-

liminary installed in different road junctions or capable of moving on the roads themselves, either 

physically or virtually, as symbolically shown in Fig. 8. The given below scenario of finding the 

quickest way from Start to End points in the transport network takes into account the current road 

loads and congestions, the expected speed of a vehicle for which the solution is to be found, and 

the restricted physical area for finding the solution. 

 

 

Figure 8 – Investigation of city transport systems 

 

Finding the quickest way from Start to End locations 

frontal(Reached, Route, Area = ..., Speed = ...);  

nodal(Start = ..., End = ..., Time = infinite, Path); 

sequence( 

  (hop(Start; Route = NAME; 

   repeat(hop_noback(all_roads); belong(WHERE, Area); 

          increment(Reached, duration(LINK, load, Speed));       

          Reached < Time; Time = Reached;  

          Route = append(Route, NAME); Path = Route)), 

  output(hop(End); Path, Time)) 

 

Originating in the Start node, the scenario spreads through all possible links-roads 

within the declared Area while bringing into each junction node the Reached time (increased 

at each link by taking into account the LINK details, its current load, and expected vehicle 

Speed). When Reached appears to be lower than the previously recorded Time from the 

Start, it substitutes the Time value in nodes. While driving on the road, the scenario also ac-

cumulates a possible Route consisting of names of passed junctions. It is fixed in nodes as 
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Path if the current arrival to them has a lesser value in the frontal variable Reached than the 

previously recorded in Time. This global process originated in Start and spreading through 

links-road with the correcting solutions to nodes each time they are reentered with better parame-

ters will terminate where each node will register the best Time of reaching it and also the best 

Path to it from Start. After this, by directly contacting the End node (as well as any other 

node), it is possible to directly get the best values of Path and Time in it from the Start. More 

details and other variants of finding shortest paths in distributed networks can be found else-

where, including [8–13]. 

Driving a car using the way found 

move(Start); repeat(move(withdraw(Path))) 

 

Using the Path found from Start to End (the latter can be any network node) and 

picked up at the End node, now it is possible to organize stepwise driving a car, departing from 

Start and each time withdrawing from Path the next junction name/address to be reached, un-

less Path becomes empty. 

 

8. Investigation of information networks 

Investigation of different kinds of information networks [38–42] is made to have the possibility 

of solving problems in them in SGL. These may include high bandwidth usage, high CPU usage, 

DNS issues, physical connectivity issues, malfunctioning devices or equipment, interference in 

the wireless network, and many others. Some examples of solutions in SGL and their different 

variants and detailed explanations can also be found in [8–15]. Into account there should be taken 

that communicating SGL interpreters can be preliminarily installed in network nodes, they are 

also capable of moving themselves freely through the network links and dynamically associating 

with different nodes (Fig. 9). 

 

 
Figure 9 – Solving problems in large data networks 

 

Finding all simple paths from Start to End nodes under certain conditions 

nodal(Start) = ...;  

frontal(End = ..., Path, Length, Forbidden = (r1, r3),  

        Threshold = ...);  

hop(Start); 

output_repeat( 
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  append(NAME, Path);  

  increment(Length); Length <= Threshold;  

  if(NAME == End, blind_unit(Path));  

  hop_first(links_notbelong(Forbidden))) 

 

The scenario additionally provides conditions that these paths should not exceed their 

Length by the given Threshold and they should not go through the Forbidden types of 

links. The growth of the paths, which are gradually accumulated in mobile Path variables 

spreading together with parallel network navigation, terminates upon reaching the End node. Af-

ter that all found paths are returned to the Start node and printed there as independent units. 

Finding articulation points 

  hop(all_nodes); COLOR = NAME; 

  and((hop_link(random); repeat(hop_first(all_links)), 

       hop_first(all_links), 

       output(NAME)) 

 

These are the weakest network components which, when deleted, split the network into 

disconnected parts. The scenario, starting in all network nodes, first goes by any single link to a 

neighboring node and marks the whole part of the network starting from it with a special COLOR. 

Then it tries to move through all other links from the same starting node and see if at least one 

node reached is not marked with the same color. That will indicate that this starting node sepa-

rates the whole network into disconnected parts, and its name will be printed. The same proce-

dure is organized for all the nodes, each performing it with its own color which is used here as 

this node’s NAME. 

Finding maximal cliques 

hop(all_nodes);  

COLOR = NAME; frontal(Clique = NAME, Threshold = 3); 

repeat(hop_first(all_links); 

       if(and_parallel(hop(any_link, all_nodes(Clique))), 

          if(BACK > NAME, append(Clique, NAME), done), 

          fail)); 

count(Clique) >= Threshold; output(Clique) 

 

These are the strongest network parts represented as full graphs with any node connected 

to any other one. The scenario finding all cliques in the network having the number of nodes 

equal or higher than the given Threshold is operating as follows. Starting from all the nodes 

with a unique COLOR (as the node’s NAME), it spreads through the links to other nodes and adds 

each new node to the frontal variable Clique if it has a connection with all previous clique 

nodes until this becomes possible, then outputs the obtained clique in Clique. To avoid dupli-

cates, which can appear as any clique can be independently formed from all its nodes, the clique 

formation can only be continued in a unique order by comparing the value of a new node in 

NAME with the value of the previous node in environmental variable BACK (thus using for com-

parison just node names), immediately terminating otherwise. 

 

9. Conclusions 

There have been outlined the possible extended applications of Spatial Grasp Technology, briefed 

its latest version with the basic Spatial Grasp Language and its networked implementation. The 
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communicating language interpreters of the software or hardware nature can be dynamically in-

stalled in thousands, millions, and even billions of copies worldwide forming altogether powerful 

and self-organized spatial machines capable of working without any central resources. Exemplary 

solutions to practical problems in different worlds have been shown in SGL which can work in 

both terrestrial and celestial environments like, for example, the investigation of an unknown ter-

rain on other planets or the collective behavior of previously unknown creatures there. Regardless 

of the nature of the worlds considered and tasks to be solved in them, there is used the same uni-

versal approach of invading, covering, and matching these worlds, and, if needed, massively and 

cooperatively staying and moving in them in a highly coordinated parallel and distributed mode 

while investigating their problems and offering clear solutions. Such solutions may also be con-

sidered at much higher levels than usual like, for example, the ones based on and providing a sort 

of global awareness and even consciousness. These were already analyzed and discussed in our 

previous paper, as in [15], for which the current one continues and extends research areas for the 

paradigm and technology developed. A new book on this spatial model is being prepared as well 

as a sequel to the previous seven books, as well as a new patent on the latest technology version 

with so far unpublished details of its efficient software or hardware implementation. 
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